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SCIENCE is an iterative process, a steady march away from ignorance and towards enlightenment, a gradual unveiling of the hidden truth of why things are the way they are. There are some mistakes along the way, and a lot of discoveries of why things aren’t the way they aren’t, but on the whole we inch closer to the ultimate truth with each new development. Don’t we?

Not necessarily. There is a growing uneasiness that, in some areas like medicine at least, a great deal of current research is not only useless but positively damaging.

It is hard to accept that any new science can actually cause harm, because – surely – all knowledge is good. But it is hard to deny the evidence that basic systematic error is inherent in the scientific method, and even that the majority of published research is false.

This idea has been around for a little while, and was expounded by John Ioannidis  in the open-access journal PLoS Medicine in 2005. See the provocatively-titled paper Why Most Published Research Findings Are False.

This week has seen two new publications addressing the issue. An opinion article in Nature by Daniel Sarewitz speaks about the mounting evidence that bias in research is not random, but that bias and error are trending in the same direction.

Meanwhile a paper in the Journal of Evaluation in Clinical Practice reported on a review of scientific trials, concluding that the majority were not true and suggesting that more work was needed on ‘scientific dynamics within healthcare research and evidence-based practice constructs’.

The full paper is behind a paywall, but the abstract is here.

Lead author Roger Kerry makes an astonishing observation on a blog post this week, writing about scientific error in the real world: “…if biases were random, multiple studies ought to converge on truth. Our findings showed that … study outcomes tended to diverge from the truth. So, the most recent and highest quality trials were the worst predictors of truth.”

This is all a bit worrying. Far from enlightenment, current scientific research methods may be leading us to a new age of endarkenment.

I hope you find the LabHomepage website, and this weekly newsletter, useful. Comments and feedback are always welcome: thesecretlabproject@gmail.com. Please help us build our circulation base by forwarding this to any friends that might like it, and suggest they subscribe at http://eepurl.com/itOV2

best wishes

Russ Swan

editor, LabHomepage.com

 

THIS WEEK’S TOP STORIES

 

1. Workhorse mass spectrometer makes TripleTof technology routine

AB SCIEX describes its new TripleTof 4600, unveiled at the AOHUPO conference in Beijing, as a workhorse instrument which brings groundbreaking TripleTof technology to routine…

http://labhomepage.com/1804/mass-spectrometry/workhorse-mass-spectrometer-makes-tripletof-technology-routine/

 

2. Tissue Studio now detects spot-like signals from in situ hybridisation

DEFINIENS Tissue Studio 3.5 now supports automatic analysis of in situ hybridisation assays, including SISH, CISH, FISH and dual-ISH, the company reports. The software facilitates…

http://labhomepage.com/1850/pathology/tissue-studio-now-detects-spot-like-signals-from-in-situ-hybridisation/

 

3. The ultimate scientist’s business card?

SCIENTISTS and others in the laboratory sector might be interested in these unusual business cards, created by an Italian advertising agency. Although a microscope slide might be a…

http://labhomepage.com/1820/trivia/the-ultimate-scientists-business-card/

 

4. Custom heating block boosts lab productivity

THE ADOPTION of a custom UPLC heating block has improved productivity as well as producing more accurate and repeatable thermal stability measurements at a leading European…

http://labhomepage.com/1868/temperature/custom-heating-block-boosts-lab-productivity/

 

5. Encyclopedia of Life passes half-way point: one million species down, one million to go

A RECENT surge in content from the Smithsonian Institution has seen the Encyclopedia of Life (EOL) break through the one million page milestone and sets it firmly on course to catalogue every…

http://labhomepage.com/1861/publications/encyclopedia-of-life-passes-half-way-point-one-million-species-down-one-million-to-go/

 

6. Sample tubes are big inside, small outside

CLAIMING a trick worthy of the Tardis, Octygen sample storage tubes offer a useful 475 micolitre storage volume but occupy just 60 percent of the space needed for typical….

http://labhomepage.com/1809/labware/sample-tubes-are-big-inside-small-outside/

 

7. For microplate reader intelligence, don’t get in a bind – get a binder

BMG LABTECH is making a binder stuffed full of application notes on its microplate readers available to LabHomepage readers. The company says that having a “perfectly engineered…

http://labhomepage.com/1856/publications/for-microplate-reader-intelligence-dont-get-in-a-bind-get-a-binder/

 

8. Spectrophotometers now equipped with USB

DIRECT PC control of Cecil Instruments spectrophotometers is now possible, thanks to the incorporation of USB ports. The company’s single- and double-beam…

http://labhomepage.com/1845/spectrophotometer/spectrophotometers-now-equipped-with-usb/

 

9. Laboratory chillers provide temperature control with flexibility

DELIVERING quick ramp-up and cool-down, Cole-Parmer’s Polystat lab chillers are available in two power ratings (250 or 500 Watts) and in a choice of force or force/suction…

http://labhomepage.com/1830/temperature/laboratory-chillers-provide-temperature-control-with-flexibility/

 

10. Micro bioreactor ‘is valid’ scale-down model

RESEARCHERS at a leading US biopharma company have concluded that the Ambr micro bioreactor is a realistic scale-down model for conventional two-litre bioreactors, reports…

http://labhomepage.com/1815/lab-automation/micro-bioreactor-is-valid-scale-down-model/
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						Juan Ramón González Álvarez 					

					
						14 May 2012 at 10:30					

					
												If most scientific research work is wrong, then it is likely that all those research works cited above are wrong. No?

Jokes apart, those studies (Plos Medicine, J. Eval. Clin. Prac…) are focusing in clinical/medical/similar stuff.

It is difficult to accept that most of research in _hard_ sciences (physics, chemistry…) is wrong and I do not know a single study that even suggest that.
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